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Happy end of Financial Year to you - In this edition of the PSA
WAY we unpack some of the best ways that you can develop
your own strategic, program or project value plan. As well we
discuss how our robust project value methodology can be
applied at the concept/initial idea stage to set up the
foundations for success from the outset. This theme was a key
focus when we had the pleasure of hosting a group of
government delegates from Bangladesh for a workshop on our
proven and tested planning, monitoring and evaluation
systems which can provide significant benefit and cost saving.
On the PSA program and project front, the first quarter of 2018
has seen several projects reaching completion as well as others commencing with the completion of
the Medical Unit upgrade at Loddon prison and final stages of the Flinders Street Station
redevelopment, and PSA’s recent appointment as Project Manager for the Traralgon Sports stadium
redevelopment along with key roles to deliver additional beds at the Youth Justice Centres for the
Department of Justice. In addition, PSA has been appointed for the Stage 3 works at Melbourne Park
and a new commercial office tower at 80 Collins Street.
We also look back over 50 years of project management experience on the point of value and project
success.
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VALUE – A SHORT INSIGHT FROM 50 YEARS OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Having been engaged in project management for half a
century now, Dr Paul Steinfort was asked reflect upon the
outcomes and lessons of that time, from both a general
and specific point of view.

Read Full Article Here

PSA APPOINTED PROJECT MANAGERS BY LATROBE COUNCIL
PSA is pleased to be onboard with the Latrobe Council in
providing Project Management services in preparation for
the upcoming design and construction tender for the
Traralgon Sports Stadium redevelopment.

Read Full Article Here
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ADDITIONAL BEDS PLANNED FOR VICTORIA’S YOUTH JUSTICE FACILITIES
PSA's most recent engagement with Department of
Justice and Regulation involves the challenging
deployment of additional beds and infrastructure into the
2 existing Youth Justice sites in Parkville and
Malmsbury.

Read Full Article Here

PSA SUPPORTING DEVELOPMENT VICTORIA ON THE NEXT STAGE OF MELBOURNE PARK
The third stage of the Melbourne Park redevelopment
was launched with PSA supporting the program
planning, monitoring and control through to the end of
2021. PSA are looking forward to continuing to work on
this challenging and rewarding project.

Read Full Article Here
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PSA INDEPENDENT MONITORING FOR 80 COLLINS ST DEVELOPMENT
PSA have been engaged to provide specialised
independent monitoring and reporting at 80 Collins St,
which includes a premium grade office tower, hotel,
integrated retail, food and beverage offerings as well as
refurbishment works to the existing 80 Collins St tower.

Read Full Article Here

PSA HOSTS BANGLADESH DELEGATES
PSA had the pleasure of hosting a group of Bangladesh
delegates focusing on effective methods for Program &
Project monitoring and evaluation. It offered the chance
to gain project management insights to delivering some
of Melbourne’s world leading sports venues.

Read Full Article Here
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AWARD WINNING - PALAIS THEATRE RESTORATION PROJECT
We are pleased to announce the Palais Theatre project is
now award-winning, achieving the Excellence in Heritage
Conservation Award at the Design & Development awards
hosted by the City of Port Phillip.

Read Full Article Here

NEW MEDICAL UNIT DELIVERED AHEAD OF TIME
Late 2017 saw the successful completion of the new
medical facility at the Loddon prison ahead of
programme. This challenging project saw the
construction being completed inside the medium security
prison, also while continuing to provide vital medical
services.

Read Full Article Here
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